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Website Personalization:
A New Era of Ecommerce

WINEWARE: CASE STUDY

ABOUT WINEWARE
Wineware is a leading wine accessory retailer in the UK, supplying thousands of individual customers and
hundreds of hotel, restaurant and bar clients. The online store, wineware.co.uk, has been trading since
2000 and sees thousands of visitors each day browsing their wide range of quality products.

THE CHALLENGE
Wineware had strong conversion rates and average order values on the site, but visitors were still receiving
the same, one-size-fits-all experience. This meant conversion opportunities were being missed from certain
audience segments.
Working with Bunting and digital agency, Fresh Egg, a personalisation strategy was created to capitalise on
these opportunities. Relevant and persuasive customised content was delivered to the right audiences, via
the right channels, at the right time with the key goals of raising conversion rates and average order value.

The implementation of algorithmically-driven
product recommendations and other
personalisation techniques increased revenue per
visitor by 24%.
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ACTION
Bunting delivered personalised experiences to users, and measured the impact of these different experiences
on user behaviour and conversions through split testing. Some of the actions included:
• Smart product recommendations
Algorithmically-powered product recommendations were added to the site. Alternative product
recommendations were displayed on the product pages and complimentary items statistically likely to be
purchased were placed on the shopping cart page.
• Reassuring international visitors
International visitors were presented with a prominent message, informing them about shipping information to
their respective countries and reassuring them delivery is possible.
• Shopping cart abandonment emails
Shopping cart abandonment emails were sent to visitors who left the site before completing the checkout
process, reminding them of the items still in their cart and suggesting alternatives based on their browsing
habits.

RESULTS
Overall, the personalisation activity implemented to date has delivered an impressive sitewide
revenue per visitor increase of 24% for Wineware.co.uk.
• Smart product recommendations
These data-driven recommendations not only increased conversion rate, but also
average order values, leading to an increase in average revenue per visitor of
17.9%.
• Reassuring international visitors
The addition of reassuring delivery messaging for international customers
increased the number of purchases from overseas visitors by 19%.
• Shopping cart abandonment emails
Sending shopping cart abandonment emails increased the conversion rate by a
massive 48% from this audience segment.
• New personalisation methods continue to be added to the site and split tested to
measure the impact.

+17% increase in average

revenue per visitor through
product recommendations

+19% increase in

purchases from overseas
visitors

+48% increase in
conversions through the use
of shopping cart
abandonment emails

"We’re extremely happy we started personalising our site as the results have been
excellent and to be honest we’ve been surprised by the amount of additional sales
achieved”
Lynsey Wellman
Owner, Wineware

AWARD-WINNING WEBSITE
PERSONALIZATION TOOL
Bunting is a multi award-winning website personalization tool, with
head offices in Manchester, UK. Driven by a team with decades of
e-commerce and software experience, Bunting is loved and
trusted by thousands of e-commerce businesses globally.
bunting.com

www.linkedin.com/company/bunting
buntingpro
@buntingpro

